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W
hile many of the world’s
industrial giants have been
under the environmental and
safety spotlight since the
1970s, thanks to pioneer

activists such as Ralph Nader and the work of
organisations like Greenpeace, the recent World-
com and Enron scandals have broadened public
and media interest in just how companies go about
their business. In response to this scrutiny, the term
‘corporate social responsibility’ or CSR has been
coined to define how companies behave in social,
environmental and ethical contexts. Both FTSE
and Dow Jones now produce specialist indices to
provide investors with information on which 
companies score highly in this area. Given the
demands of increasingly competitive markets and
the possibility of a continuing economic 
slowdown, companies need to pay more than 
lip-service to the concept of CSR.

The issue of governance and the tightening
up of rules that led to Worldcom and Enron is
already being addressed by legislation, by the
accounting profession, by individual companies
and also by the business school community. Many
aspiring MBAs now find themselves sitting through
specific courses on ethics, which are attempting to
instill codes of good practice into the corporate
leaders of tomorrow. The Tuck School at 
Dartmouth in the USA is one of several around the
world that have set up specific departments or 
centres to focus on corporate governance issues,
while others, like Instituto de Empresa in Spain
have sponsored industry initiatives on the subject
– in this case the ‘Managerial Board Room’ an
international think tank, which encompasses
major companies such as Merrill Lynch, IBM and
Coca-Cola.

Rebuilding trust
For many organizations CSR means rebuilding
trust, which has been undermined by rogue 
corporate managers and over-imaginative account-
ing practices. At Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, for
example, chief executive Jim Copeland recently
stated that, “The most urgent corporate citizenship
issue for our firm is good corporate governance and
ethical conduct as it relates to our contribution to
public confidence in the capital markets.” 
However, in the wider field of CSR, the current
drive towards good corporate citizenship seems to
be coming from within companies themselves. As
Henk de Bruin, head of the Corporate Sustain-
ability Office at electronics giant, Philips, puts it,
“Responsible business is good business.” Both
Philips and another major European company
profiled in this issue of The MBA Career Guide,
BASF, see commercial success as their primary
goal, but perceive no intrinsic conflict between this
aim and CSR. In their view, many of the elements
of CSR also make good commercial sense, 
leading to more efficient products, better use of

resources, stronger brand values and increased
profits.. And these two companies are not alone in
this view. BMW has made a very public commit-
ment to environmentally friendly design and 
recycling, which is not only ‘green’ but economi-
cally efficient. Telecommunications companies
have also found that socially responsible projects
can be good for the bottom line. Vodacom, for
example, has helped bring phone networks to
countries across sub-Saharan Africa, breaking
down communication barriers and at the same
time creating a potentially hugely lucra-
tive audience of new subscribers.
And in the financial services
sector, leading banks such as
ABN AMRO have found
an enthusiastic response
to socially responsible
investment products
such as the ABN
AMRO Green Fund.
According to a report
from consultancy
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Arthur D. Little, ‘The Business Case for Corporate
Citizenship’, around one in every eight dollars
under professional management in the USA is now
held in socially responsible investment. The same
report goes on to make perhaps the strongest case
yet for the value of CSR. Backcasting the
FTSE4Good and DJGSI (the specialist social
responsibility indices) shows that their member
companies would have continually outperformed
their conventional counterparts. For example, over
a five-year period the DJGSI performed an aver-
age of 36% better than standard Dow Jones com-
panies, reinforcing the view that companies that
take a strategic approach to corporate citizenship are
likely to be well managed overall.

good citizens?
Boards are committed to the issue
Just how seriously companies are taking CSR is
reflected in the commitment of their boards to the
issue. At BASF, for example, the impetus formally
to integrate sustainability into the corporate 
management structure came from the very top of
the company and a senior board member 
now heads their Sustainability Council. And, 
according to Henk de Bruin, the interest in social
responsibility among senior managers at Philips
dates right back to the founding of the company in
1891. Dedicated CSR committees or councils
attached to corporate boards are becoming increas-

ingly common. At Diageo, the chief executive 
himself chairs a corporate citizenship committee,
while Renault, Merck and Rio Tinto all have 
specialist committees staffed in part by key 
members of the company management team.

While acceptance that CSR can open up
rather than constrict commercial opportunities,
pragmatic companies are reinforcing this message
through their reward and promotion practices.
Philips, for example, is currently introducing 
sustainability as one of the key measures in its
appraisal procedure, the People Performance
Management System. At Statoil, one of Scandi-
navia’s largest oil companies, performance against
CSR measures is an important part of the reward 
system at every level. “Indicators related to health,
safety, environment and employee satisfaction are
included in my performance contract and are thus
used for determining my bonus and form part of
my performance review,” says chief executive,
Olav Fjell, quoted in the Financial Times. “So far,
,there are no indicators covering bribery and 
corruption, security and human rights and 
community development, but these topics are on
the board’s agenda and are thus indirectly part of the
review of the CEO.”

So how will the growth of CSR impact on the
careers of MBAs? For business school graduates
who are motivated by more than pure financial
gain, CSR offers opportunities for greater job 
satisfaction According to INSEAD graduate, 
Hendrik Jan Laseur, now personal assistant to ABN
AMRO’s chairman, “Companies that truly imbed
corporate responsibility into their business provide
the opportunity for MBAs to take home something
more than a pay cheque – the pride that comes
from feeling good about the work you are doing
and the contribution you can make to the world.”
The view that CSR is good for employee morale
also seems to be shared by the people that will
make it succeed or fail in the real world – the
CEOs of the world’s major companies. The World
Economic Forum, which has its own corporate 
citizenship initiative, has just surveyed chief 
executives representing eighteen different sectors
in sixteen countries and the results make interest-
ing reading. While reputation and brand factors
were cited as the major drivers for CSR, employee
motivation was a close second with nearly 60% of
responses. In the first decade of the 21st century 
it seems that CSR may be developing as an 
important tool in the war for talent, reflecting the
needs and goals of a professional workforce that
looks for more from their careers than just 
straightforward financial reward.


